Why not Explore opportunities in Asia Pacific with your Expertise in P&O
All over the world, the name Ottobock is a synonym for high-quality and technologically outstanding
medical technology products and services. In the Asia Pacific region, one of the fastest growing regions
of Ottobock SE & Co. KGaA, we provide outstanding products and services to the consumers through
partnership with local service providers and
facilities.
To improve the quality of fitting and application of our highly technological products in the Asia
Pacific markets where Ottobock operates, we plan to further develop the competency and accreditation
of the practitioners of our partners and add more
facilities to our existing 38 centers in the
region. To meet this growth initiative, we invite high calibers CPO who are passionate to deliver worldclass service and appropriate solutions to our wide variety of clients by means of education/training
and hands-on fitting to join our region with immediate need in Sydney, Australia and Hong Kong,
China. Frequent travels within the region are required.
Ideal candidates should be ISPO Cat 1 qualified and possess sound knowledge of orthopaedic
technology (certified to fit MPK’s) with 3 years or above hands-on fitting experience or as a trainer,
and be able to communicate effectively in English. Other languages, such as Cantonese, Mandarin,
Korean, would be an added advantage.
We are proud to have motivated and diversified teams serving our customers and consumers without
reservation in our market-oriented region. To join these amazing teams, you must be a team-player
who embraces feedback and be flexible to adapt different ways of doing things to champion customers’
satisfaction. You need to have excellent interpersonal skills with empathy and patience. We expect
you to act professionally to live up with the Ottobock standard and enjoy problem solving to satisfy
complex demands. We don’t compromise on integrity.
Together, we’ll impact the quality of life for consumers and industrial practice in this side of the world.
Interested parties please send your CV, contact details, current compensation information to:
Application.AsiaPacific@ottobock.com

ONE Ottobock
human, inventive, reliable, result-oriented

